A more sustainable Warwick

This Union Notes:

1. The Union has an environmental policy.
2. Wasting paper has damaging effects on the environment.
3. Creating awareness is a good catalyst for change.

This Union Believes:

1. Climate Change is a very serious issue nowadays.
2. It is of paramount importance for everyone to do what they can in improving the sustainability of their local community.
3. Currently, there are copious ways in which sustainability at the University of Warwick can be improved.
4. It is common to have a large consumption of paper within academic institutions, which plays a big role in contributing to deforestation worldwide.

This Union Resolves:

1. Mandate the Education Officer & PG Officer to lobby the university to provide scrap paper trays, making sure these are present in all study spaces (including but not restricted to the Rootes Learning Grid, Library Ikea Room, Library floors 1,2,3,4,5, University House Grid and Leamington Spa Learning Grid) for students to be able to put paper that they no longer need but can still be reused.
2. Mandate the President to lobby the university for each building’s electricity consumption to be published and publicised on a termly basis. Buildings to include, but not restricted to all on-campus accommodation blocks, Ramphal Building, Rootes building, Warwick Arts centre, SU Atrium, The Oculus, Humanities, Social Sciences, WBS, Sciences concourse, Mathematics and Statistics.
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